African Americans: Ultimate in “consumerism”

Editor’s note: Patricia Bailey was a workshop speaker at the Food Marketing Conference held March 22 and 23 at Western Michigan University. I found her speech particularly relevant for independent convenience store and grocery store retailers. Michele MacWilliams

African Americans: Ultimate in “consumerism”

by Patricia Bailey, vice president of marketing, Pro-Line Corporation

Today there is an even more compelling need for products specifically designed for African Americans because of the diversity of the market. Population trend watchers would agree that the African American consumer is really worth romancing because of their numbers and their buying power. Moreover, African American buying power is projected to be over $400 billion.

At this economic level, the African American market ranks in the top ten of the largest economy in the free world. — Target Market News

who exhibit strength in buying power!

Consider the fact that ten percent of all dollars spent by African Americans are spent on Health & Beauty Aids versus only eight percent for the general market. The numbers for haircare are even larger. African Americans represent 30 percent of all haircare sold.

It’s worth repeating! The African American consumer is definitely a consumer that warrants attention.

Retailers should note the following facts where consumerism and the African American consumer is concerned:

1. Television viewing among African Americans exceeds television viewing by non-African Americans

See African American consumers, page 4

June is Dairy Month, “got milk?®”

June is Dairy Month. Why should your store get excited about that? Of course, it’s because product placement along with your enthusiasm can help sell more milk, and milk is just the beginning.

Milk rarely stands alone. It pairs up naturally with cookies and cereal. It appears in so many variations. Milk is chocolate, skimmed/no-fat, low-fat, condensed, evaporated, cream (both sweet and sour), half-and-half, and vitamin fortified. It is sold as cottage cheese, yogurt, cheese and ice cream. Cheese never stands alone either, it’s melted on chips, grated on salads and used as a dip for bread and veggies. The story is the same with ice cream. In all its many flavors, ice cream adorns pie, snuggles up to cake and makes malts, shakes and smoothies irresistible.

Furthermore, dairy products are used as ingredients in numerous home-made products. It seems that every dairy purchase invites an opportunity to sell something else.

Nutritionists stress the importance of dairy products in a healthy diet. Milk is good for you and fat-free and lactose-free products make milk a good choice for nearly everyone. The National Academy of Sciences recommends children ages 4 to 8 need the equivalent of at least 3 servings of milk a day.

See Milk, page 5


AFD purchases Beverage Journal Holiday Trade Show

The Associated Food Dealers of Michigan is proud to announce the purchase of the Beverage Journal Holiday Trade Show. Now AFD’s staff will add its expert touch, making this show the prime venue for introducing new holiday products or special holiday pricing and promotions.

Mark your calendars for September 21 and 22 at Burton Manor in Livonia. Watch your mail for more information. Call Becky at (248) 557-9600 with questions.
FOR THE COOLEST, MOST REFRESHING BEVERAGES IN THE BUSINESS, YOU'RE GETTING WARMER.

LOOK TO YOUR LOCAL PEPSI BOTTLING GROUP.

For more information:

Coldwater (517) 279-8436
Detroit (313) 832-0910
Flint (810) 237-7100
Grand Rapids (616) 285-8200
Howell (517) 546-2777
Kalamazoo (616) 226-6400
Lachine (Alpena) (517) 379-3264
Lansing (517) 321-0231
Milan (734) 439-2451
Mt. Pleasant (517) 772-3158
Petoskey (616) 347-6663
Pontiac (248) 334-3512
Port Huron (810) 987-2181
Saginaw (517) 755-1020
St. Joseph (616) 927-6904
Traverse City (616) 946-0452
West Branch (517) 345-2595
**Chairman's Message**

Y2K Crisis:

Tell your customers that there is no need to stockpile food

Technology problem that has been investigating the impact of the "millennium bug" on various U.S. industries.

The Y2K problem refers to the inability of some computers to recognize dates beyond December 31, 1999.

Food industry executives told the panel, headed by Utah Republican Senator Robert Bennett, that at worst there would be only minor disruptions for a few days in isolated areas.

Bennett urged the food companies to conduct "end-to-end testing from the coffee field to the grocery store shelf" to ensure that all computer equipment is ready.

U.S. grocery chains are spending an average of $27 million to prepare computers and most expect to have systems installed by midsummer.

According to Tim Hammond, head of the Food Marketing Institute, "At this point, we're not seeing anything out of the norm." said Michael Herschel, executive vice president of Kroger Co. The company plans Y2K tests at Kroger stores this summer to make sure they are ready, he added.

"We believe unless there is widespread hoarding or excessive stockpiling, January 1, 2000 will be a routine shopping day," Herschel said.

Nestle USA, which owns brands such as Stouffer's and Libby's said it would see a drop in the firm's first quarter sales next year if consumers begin hoarding food.

"Consumer confidence in the supply chain could erode, resulting in pantry loading toward the end of the year," said Jeri Bender, a Nestle USA vice president, "Such actions would pull sales forward into 1999 and dampen first quarter 2000 sales as consumers eat their way through accumulated products."

The food companies said they were most concerned about the U.S. Agriculture Department's Y2K preparations to keep the federal food stamp program operating smoothly.

Be certain the Y2K bug doesn't bite you. Testing now will prepare your company for complications later. Do everything you can now, so that your store will remain open and able to service your customers.

Remember, it's not the millennium bug that will take a bite out of your profits, it's the competitor down the street who is prepared and who can continue operating during Y2K.

**National Wine & Spirits may purchase R.M. Gilligan, Inc.**

At press time, this publication has received word that negotiations are ongoing for National Wine & Spirits to purchase R.M. Gilligan, Inc.

According to sources, all parties have agreed in principle and final papers are expected to be signed within a few weeks.

The deal is described as a "amicable partnering" between the two companies.

A FD recognizes that a smooth transition is important to retailers, therefore, more information on this breaking news story will follow in the June issue of the AFD Food & Beverage Report.

---

**Coke changes bottle cap redemption policy**

Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Michigan, along with all divisions of Coca-Cola Enterprises, recognizes the difficulties that free product under-the-closure (UTC) promotions are causing its retail partners.

Lost sales and profitability, store accounting and control issues, and the problem of what to do with all the bottle caps are concerns of retailers. These problems have magnified in recent years with increased promotions.

To rectify this, Coca-Cola is changing its redemption policy, effective May 1, 1999.

The new policy is as follows:

- All under-the-closure promotions on 20 ounce and 1-liter packaging, which include a free product offer, will be redeemed in the following manner: Coca-Cola will redeem the cap at full retail value.

A FD appreciates CCE's efforts to address retailer concerns and needs.

---

Bill Viviano, AFD chairman

Retailers, food processors and a bipartisan group of US Senators met in early March to discuss the outcome a potential Y2K computer crisis would have on consumers' food supply.

The group determined that the Y2K problem will not cause disruptions in food supplies and services and urged Americans to refrain from stockpiling.

The plea to restrain from stockpiling came amid growing concerns that basic business computers.

"This is not a time for people to go crazy or be alarmist," said Senator Christopher Dodd, a Connecticut Democrat. "We see nothing that would cause anyone to want to stockpile large amounts of food."

News reports about soaring sales of dried food and military-style meal kits "have begun to unnerve many people," added Dodd, a member of a subcommittee on the Year 2000

---
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African Americans, the ultimate consumers

-Continued from page 1

by over an hour per week, on average; and radio usage among African Americans exceeds non-African Americans by more than two hours.

2. The ultimate buying power of the African American consumer is over $400 billion, which is dramatically illustrated by their buying and shopping patterns.

3. African Americans are split on the subject of target advertising. Forty-eight percent favor advertising geared to African Americans, while 37 percent believe general advertising works better.

Ethnic pride is strongly present in the value system of African Americans. Ninety percent feel proud of their heritage. Commitment to family and religion are the pillars of African American culture.

4. The African American woman has specific haircare product needs. She understands that her desired products are not always available at most drug stores, therefore she frequents stores where she is certain her desired products are available. The African American woman knows where she has to go in order to find the product she needs for her hair.

In fact, African Americans often buy other items in addition to those intended.

When affixing a buying number to this fast growing consumer group, it becomes clear that the African American consumer is poised to be the "go to" market segment for the future.

These compelling realities make the African American consumer a segment that merits being wooed and solicited and persuaded with the same ferocity that their disproportionate spending power merits.

When marketing to the African American consumer, consider that this consumer will evaluate the store based on the appearance of the ethnic section.

—Harvey Braun
Deloitte & Touche

Marketing to African American customers

by Michele MacWilliams

African American values center around family, religion, ethnic culture, music and community events. The Number One pastime for many African American consumers is going to kid's sports events. Bailey suggests reaching this consumer where they live and entertain.

Ethnic pride is strongly present with this group. Bailey posed the question: How may retailers use Kwanza as an event to sell products? The holiday requires preparation of special meals, and is also a special event where families gather. Promoting special foods, beverages and other party products can boost sales. Since health and beauty aids represent a higher percentage of African American purchases than for the remaining population, these products should be displayed attractively.

African Americans are sensitive to idols in their community—locals can be heroes. Bailey suggests tying into local publications and using local heroes like high school coaches—to promote special events at your store. She also suggests targeting youth and teens by participating in local events. Some places to start are the local Links chapters, Jack and Jill associations and national organizations like high school coaches-to promote local events.

Media Used by type

---

Calendar

May 2-5
FMI Supermarket Convention & Educational Exposition
Chicago, Illinois
(248) 557-9600

June 13-17
Managing the Total Store: Operation Course, an FMI presentation
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo
(202) 452-8444

June 20-24
Electric Foodservice Council Overview of the Foodservice Industry
OGE Foodservice Technology Center
Oklahoma City, OK
(919) 553-5800

July 22
AFD Annual Scholarship Golf Outing
Wolverine Golf Course
Macomb, Michigan
(248) 557-9600

October 2-6
National Frozen Food Convention
Boston, Massachusetts
(703) 821-3350

Statement of Ownership

The AFD Food & Beverage Report (USPS 082-970; ISSN 0894-3567) is published monthly by the Associated Food Dealers of Michigan at 18470 W. 10 Mile, Southfield, MI 48075 Material appears on the first week of each month. The AFD Food & Beverage Report may not be reproduced without written permission from the AFD.

The opinions expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the AFD, its Board of Directors, staff or members. Bylined articles reflect the opinions of the writer.
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Food Distributors
FMH
NACS
FIAF
Food Industry Executives
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and children 9 to 18 need the equivalent of at least 4 servings of milk each day to meet their calcium needs. That is a lot of milk!

According to the USDA, most children fall short: less than 40 percent of boys and less than 30 percent of girls ages 6 to 11 actually meet current recommendations. It is the same story with adults. Although it is widely accepted that dairy products can provide positive health benefits, like preventing bone loss and lowering blood pressure, many adults fail to meet the minimal daily requirement. Continuing to spread the word about milk's health benefits will surely help spike sales!

An effective public relations program has been in place since the summer of 1939 when the National Dairy Council designated June as Dairy Month and later, in 1955, the American Dairy Association began their promotional activity.

Milk

Milk has long been a popular beverage, not only for its flavor, but because of its nutritional attributes. Milk is considered one of the best sources of calcium in the American diet and it also provides protein, vitamins and other minerals.

Their advertising and merchandising programs are designed to kick-off the summer milk promotion period. This strong support from the dairy industry, food chains and the media will help your store deliver sales of more milk. During May and June, your customers will see an extra push in the media as dairy products are in the news. Consumers are getting the word about milk, too. The aggressive Milk Mustache campaign, "got milk?" has captured the imagination and given a little "panache" to milk drinking. And that is a good thing. In 1993 milk consumption in

Ice Cream

The delicious ice creams of today evolved from the flavored ices popular with the Romans in the fourth century B.C. Nancy Johnson invented the hand-crank freezer in 1846 and brought ice cream making home.

California had declined steadily for 20 years, so milk processors from all over the state got together to do something about it. Research found that people think they know all they need to know about milk. It is white, comes in gallons and is good for you. You need it most when you have a mouthful of cookies or for your favorite cereal. And people notice milk most when they suddenly run out of it. Thus was born a multi-faceted advertising campaign initiated to educate consumers and correct misconceptions about milk. The campaign is a little sadistic in part, since it features the torture of Cookie Monster and of Snap, Crackle and Pop. In one ad a fellow goes to the fridge for milk and tips up the carton only to realize his milk is "out of date." Ads with "attitude" like these, are designed to remind consumers to be sure they always have plenty of fresh, cold milk.

Has the advertising campaign worked? The decline in milk sales has been halted. "got milk?" Milk Mustache ads featuring Roseanne, Crosby, Leno, Bart Simpson and others, have helped make the term "got milk?" part of the American vernacular. Children have been overheard asking for a "glass of got milk?". The "got milk?" Milk Mustache marketing campaign is jointly funded by the nation's fluid milk processors and America's dairy farmers.

"got milk?" is licensed by Dairy Management Inc. (DMI). DMI and state, regional and international organizations manage the American Dairy Association, the National Dairy Council and the U.S. Dairy Export Council.

Information is available at www.dairyinfo.com or call 1-800-241-MILK.

Wouldn't It Be Great...

Give us a call so we can discuss your security needs!

...If Your Business Wasn't Your Second Home!

www.99panic.com sales@99panic.com

1.800.99.PANIC

13400 West Seven Mile Road Detroit, MI 48235-1331

© 1999 Central Alarm Signal, Inc.

Providing Peace of Mind Since 1969
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Teaching and learning is the Kadouh circle of life

by Ginny Bennett

In 1974, Lebanon was in turmoil and Chafic Kadouh, a teacher, felt that he should take advantage of the opportunity his uncle Nasab offered to sponsor him and give him a job in the United States.

Kadouh began by working at Blazo’s, his uncle Bachir’s pie shop. On his second day in America, he visited his uncle’s store and met a waitress, Denise, the woman destined to become his wife.

Denise was an Eastern Michigan University student and worked as a waitress, part-time. She remembers that when she saw Chafic come through the door, she remarked to a fellow worker that she was certain she would marry that man. She was right. Denise went on to receive her degree in special education.

In the interim, Chafic would struggle to become fluent in English and make his way in America. He wanted to learn everything he could. At first he worked for one uncle, and then another, but Chafic realized that making an hourly wage was not really his goal. After all, he had come to America looking for opportunity.

Finally one presented itself to become a distributor for Tom’s Candy. His route was run down and neglected. He remembers that it was a real struggle in the beginning to sell without the necessary language skills but Chafic took the job very seriously and within five or six months he began to make a profit. It was also important to him to build a reputation.

Kadouh developed a respect for the hard-working Chaldean store owners he met on his route. He says he learned a lot from them. One day he was waiting to be paid for his delivery but the store owner was too busy. The owner opened the cash drawer and told Chafic to help himself to the amount. Of course, Chafic hesitated to reach into the drawer but the man insisted. It felt good to be trusted.

Honesty has always been one key to success. Another is Denise, “Make no mistake,” he says, “she has always been at my side.”

In two-and-a-half years, Chafic had saved enough money to begin looking for a party store. Then an uncle discovered the Marine City Dairy Queen which was on the market. Chafic didn’t know anything about this business but he wasn’t afraid to try.

One could say that 1978 was a monumental year for Chafic. He married Denise, moved to Marine City and bought the Dairy Queen. They also bought a house across the street from the business. The original store was seasonal. It had a dining room with seating for 50. His first winter he received training at the Dairy Queen headquarters in Minneapolis.

Denise never worked in her field but she says she has been a teacher...

Regardless of the nature of your business...

Liquor law hassles can be a sobering experience.

When it comes to liquor law regulation, Michigan is one of the toughest states in the country. Bars and restaurants represent only a small fraction of the businesses affected. Airlines, retail department stores, hotels, non-profit organizations, political committees and a broad spectrum of other entities can be shut down for non-compliance.

The law firm of Abbott, Nicholson, Quilter, Eshbaki & Youngblood PC in Detroit is proud to announce that Thomas J. Giachino—a recognized Michigan liquor law expert—has joined the firm. A former Michigan assistant attorney general, Giachino represented the Michigan Liquor Control Commission for 25 years. He is qualified to help companies in metro Detroit deal with Michigan’s regulatory and administrative liquor law hurdles.
In the beginning they worked side-by-side “24 hours a day.” The couple have three children and every morning at 8:00 a.m. they would bring their twin sons, Hussain and Hassan, across the street to a crib in the back of the store, work all day and eventually go back across the street to their home at 11:00 p.m. The boys were soon joined by their sister, Mariam. The Kadouhs worked long, hard hours together and never cut corners. They sold a consistently good product. They built a new Dairy Queen to replace the old one and then tore the old one down. The new store has a dining room with seating for 80, with a hot menu in addition to the traditional Dairy Queen line. Three years ago they bought the St. Clair East China location, a seasonal, walk-up store and most recently the Dairy Queen in Richmond. At the same time Chafic purchased a bank building across from the “stone church,” a Richmond landmark. Chafic will change the location to utilize the bigger building and soon ice cream will be handed out the drive-through window where money used to pass. The building is undergoing a complete renovation.

The twins manage the St. Clair store and all three children work hard. They are nearly college age and the twins are planning to attend Michigan State University. In the meantime the children have all returned from vacation. Hassan and Hussain from Hawaii and Mariam from Florida. It makes him happy that they had this opportunity.

If he had more time, Chafic would like to fish. He only goes a couple of times a year. He isn’t interested in his business getting much bigger. “Too much pressure, and having no life whatsoever, is of no interest to me,” he says. His goal is to provide security for his children and have a store for each one of them if they want it. In the meantime, he has taught his children to take responsibility and has provided a means for them to generate their own expense money. Chafic is open-minded about the choices they will eventually make.

The Marine City store is the number one Dairy Queen in the state. In addition to the family’s dedication, Margaret Burgess and her daughter, Gail Cartwright have provided managerial stability for eleven and nine years, respectively. The company employs 30 people. Most are students and because of the seasonal nature of the business Chafic and Denise are always teaching and training new employees.

Dairy Queen mix is licensed to be made by dairies according to company formula. Chafic’s soft-serve mix is provided by London’s Farm Dairy of Port Huron. A good relationship with his supplier is important to Chafic since London’s provides ongoing training and service to the account.

When the Kadouh children are done learning in school, perhaps then it will be time for Chafic to learn the hiding places of some of those big fish. And Denise can finally turn in her uniform.

Chafic Kadouh subscribes to AFD’s Blue Cross Insurance and Worker’s Compensation programs.

Dairy Queen soft serve is a reduced fat ice cream with 35 calories per fluid ounce.
NACS Government Issue Survey shows convenience store concerns

Approximately 265 members of the National Association of Convenience Stores responded to the 1999 Government Relations Issue Survey. According to the results, the following issues are respondents' top priorities (ranked in order of importance):

1. Minimum Wage
2. Tobacco Excise Tax
3. National Sales Tax/IRS Reform
4. Capital Gains Tax Cuts
5. Estate Tax Repeal
6. Retailer's Credit Card Fees
7. Uniform Compliance with EPA's Underground Storage Tank Regulations
8. Native American Taxation Issues
9. Y2K Compliance
10. Electric Utility Deregulation
11. Full Deductibility of Health Insurance for Self-employed
12. Kerosene

While most of these issues were expected, there were some surprises. Tobacco legislation fell from first place, where it had been the #1 issue for two consecutive years. However it did come in a close second. Native American taxation issues fell from fourth place (in 1998) to eighth, mainly due to the strong appeal for tax relief.

Many respondents stressed the importance of tax relief—rating capital gains tax cuts, estate tax repeal and national sales tax/IRS reform within approximately a tenth of a percentage point of each other. Riding on its strong 1998 support, the uniform compliance of EPA's underground storage tank regulations remained at number seven. Other issues mentioned by NACS members included: FDA tobacco regulations; the quality and availability of employees; excessive government paperwork; OSHA regulations and enforcement; and the alcohol excise tax.

FOODS, INC.

We offer our friends and member retailers of the Associated Food Dealers of Michigan QUALITY, VARIETY and SERVICE that is . . . MADE IN MICHIGAN!

Niklhaus DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

Please call us at (248) 582-8830

New Dollar Coming... Should Penny Go Away?

On December 1, 1997, President Clinton signed legislation calling for a new $1.00 coin which will be placed in circulation during the year 2000. The US. Mint is compiling research on the type of metal used in the new coin and the final artwork. It's expected the coin will be golden in color, about the size of a Susan B. Anthony Dollar and have a distinctive edge.

In most retail channels, the $1.00 coin will be viewed as a minor nuisance, since clerks will have to handle two forms of the same denomination. For that reason, most cash retailers will not use the $1.00 coin to make change and will continue to request Federal Reserve Notes. Also, public opinion polls repeatedly find that Americans prefer $1.00 notes to $1.00 coins, roughly 4 to 1.

Nevertheless, convenience stores could be the retail channel exception by actually embracing the dollar coin. Many convenience stores are in a $1.00 coin deficit situation, meaning more $1.00 bills leave the cash register than are received in payment. To restock, clerks must roll and unroll bills into a drop safe tube. Pre-rolled $1.00 coins may be a more efficient alternative.

However, to maximize cash transaction efficiency, it may be necessary to eliminate the penny. This would leave an open tray for dollar coins. Also, the National Association of Convenience Stores has estimated that an average of two seconds is spent handling pennies during every convenience store transaction. That's well over 5.5 million dollars per year wasted handling pennies. Walgreen's Drug Stores has estimated that costs avoided by eliminating pennies would exceed $2,000 per store annually.

Costs include rolled coin charges, time spent counting pennies at the end of shifts and the time lost by handling pennies during transactions.
June is **Borden Dairy Month**

**The Denali® Alaskan Classics® Family of Flavors:**
- Wolf Pack Chewy Bar
- Glacier Mint Fudge
- Bear Claw Fudge
- Caribou Caramel
- Round Fudge
- Moose Tracks

**Stock Up Now! June is Dairy Month!**

Don’t Forget Pointe Dairy’s Full Line of Borden Dairy Products

POINTE DAIRY SERVICES INC.

WILL ORCHARD JUICE

1-800-858-7707
Successful safety orientation is key to new employee training

Safety orientation programs for new employees are important for at least two reasons: 1) OSHA requires such training and 2) getting new employees oriented to safety is just good business practice.

Here are 10 steps for a good safety orientation, suggested by the Bureau of Business Practice.

1. **Know what to do in an emergency.**
   Make sure you cover fire and emergency evacuation procedures from day one. Tell workers whom to call and how to sound the alarm. Walk them through two different escape routes and show them where to meet outside.

2. **Follow established rules, procedures, and safety signs.**
   Make it clear that failure to do so is inviting an accident. Emphasize your commitment to safety and point out that, if necessary, rules will be enforced through progressive disciplinary action.

3. **Wear required Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)***
   Go over the PPE that is required, as well as the hazards this equipment will protect against. Then communicate that the employee is required to wear it right, wear it every time, with no excuses.

4. **Handle hazardous materials according to instructions.**
   Discuss specific substances workers are using and go over the labels. Cover the hazards. PPE, safe handling procedures, and emergency procedures in case of a spill. This training is vital for new workers and whenever new substances come into the workplace.

5. **Operate equipment correctly.**
   Workers should only use equipment for which they’ve been trained and authorized. They should never maintain or repair equipment unless they’ve been expressly trained and authorized to do so. Instructions should be followed exactly, including no gloves or jewelry around machinery and exact compliance and lockout/tagout procedures.

6. **Avoid taking safety risks.**
   Make it clear that is never acceptable for an employee to take shortcuts, ignore near misses, or engage in horseplay.

7. **Remove, repair or report safety hazards right away.**
   Emphasize that everyone has personal responsibility to correct safety problems. Communicate that you expect workers to respond immediately to hazards.

8. **Report accidents promptly.**
   Make sure workers know what steps to take to report accidents, including what emergency number to call and being prepared to state the location of the accident, give their name and phone number, describe what happened, and stay on the phone until they’re told it’s okay to hang up.

9. **Contribute to work zone safety.**
   Communicate your expectations that individual work areas be kept neat and clean, and that all employees help keep common areas free from clutter and other housekeeping hazards that could result in an accident or injury.

10. **Take training seriously.**
    Inform workers that safety training will be an important and ongoing process. They can expect it whenever new processes or procedures are introduced, and whenever their safety performance needs refreshing.

---

**SOME LIKE IT HOT!**

**Flamin' Hot**

**Fritos**

**Lays**

**Ruffles**

**Cheetos**

COMING TO YOUR STORE SOON!

SEE YOUR FRITO-LAY SALESPERSON FOR MORE DETAILS ON OUR NEW FLAMING HOT LINE.

---
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THIS BUD'S FOR YOU!
FDI recognizes Campbell Sales Company’s 50th anniversary of support

Food Distributor’s International Vice Chairman Alfred A. Plamann during FDI’s Annual Membership Breakfast recognized the Campbell Sales Company for its half-century association with FDI.

“For the first time ever, we are able to celebrate an anniversary of support that stretches back over 50 years,” said Plamann. Campbell’s support began in 1949 when FDI was headquartered in New York.

“Campbell’s itself dates back to 1869 when Ulysses S. Grant was sworn in as president,” Plamann said. “A fruit merchant named Joseph Campbell and an icebox maker named Abraham Anderson started the business.”

Campbell’s Soup still is relied upon by families around the world. “Americans alone consume some 2.5 billion bowls of tomato, cream of mushroom and chicken noodle soup each year,” he added.

1,75L 9834-6 $20.75 $21.15 $24.86
LITER 9832-6 $14.17 $14.45 $16.98
750ML 9831-6 $10.84 $11.05 $12.99
375ML 9830-6 $6.78 $7.97
200ML 9829-6 $4.20 $4.94
50ML 8497-3 $0.82 $0.96

Seagram Americas

Seagram Americas • New York, NY • Those who appreciate quality enjoy it responsibly

TO ORDER 1-888-NWS-MICH OR 1-888-MICH-NWS
CALL: 697-6424 or 642-4697

USDA to enforce safe food labeling

The United States Department of Agriculture will start vigilantly enforcing the labeling of meat and poultry with safe handling instructions. Back in 1994, the USDA amended the federal meat and poultry inspection regulations (9 CFR parts 317 and 381). The labeling became a requirement for all raw and partially cooked comminuted meat and poultry products, i.e. product that is chopped, flaked, ground or minced, such as ground meat or sausage going to household consumers, hotels, restaurants or similar institutions.

Also, partially cooked meat and poultry products prepared by retailers, such as those that have been cut, sliced, trimmed or otherwise processed or repackaged are required to be labeled.

Retailers that display meat and poultry for sale that has not been labeled correctly, could be subject to fines.

For more information, call the USDA Food Safety and Inspection Service Compliance and Investigations Division at 240-208-0230. The Consumer Meat & Poultry Hotline is 1-800-535-4555. It is open 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Beverage classes offered by Brown-Forman

A new Brown-Forman educational program called Beverage University will be offered to bartenders, wait staff and consumers.

With an increase in the popularity of the classic cocktail, Beverage University allows bar, restaurant and beverage connoisseurs an opportunity to learn more about the products they are serving and drinking. The spirited lessons are taught by John Barrett, officially titled on-premise development manager, but better known as the whiskey professor since he travels the country conducting educational training and tasting sessions for Beverage University. After the completion of a Beverage University class, Barrett recognizes each of his students with an honorary B.S. – Beverage Specialist.

The folks who work in bars and restaurants are interested in knowing more about the products they serve so they can share that knowledge with their customers,” said Barrett. “And I guess you could say I’m something of a spiritual advisor. I don’t tell people what to serve or what to drink, but rather what they are serving and drinking.”

Barrett, who holds a master’s degree in fermentation sciences from the University of California at Davis, flavors each class with interactive exercises and visual aids to not only educate students about various spirits but to entertain them as well. Reach him at (502) 774-7782.
Hello, Detroit!

Get smooth with Hansen's Fruit Smoothies and Hansen's Functionals

Garden Foods

6661 Chase • Dearborn, MI 48126 • (313) 584-280
Thank You and continued success to our AFD customers!

The FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY WORLDWIDE

When you need to send money fast, Western Union® is the only answer. Because Western Union has more than 40,000 locations in over 150 countries. To get your money where it needs to be, Fast. Faster than any other money transfer service.

There's only one way to send money. Western Union.

The ultimate reverse vending system from

AFD Delivers In More Ways Than One.

FINANCIAL
• Blue Cross/Blue Shield Health Care
• Ameritech Payphone Program
• AirTouch Cellular
• LDMI Long Distance
• Coupon Redemption Program
• MasterCard/Visa Acceptance
• AAA Auto & Home Insurance
• Northpointe Liquor Liability Insurance
• Workers Compensation Insurance

LEGISLATION
• Full Time Lobbyist
• AFD PAC Committee
• Legislative Updates
• Liaison with Governmental Agencies

EDUCATION
• Audio Visual Loan Library
• T.I.P.S. Seminars
• Legal Consultation
• Accounting Advice
• Monthly Food & Beverage Report
• Scholarship Awards

ACTIVITIES
• Annual Trade Show
• Annual Trade Dinner
• Annual Golf Outing
• Annual Seniors Picnic
• Annual Turkey Drive

For more information on any of these excellent programs, call:

ASSOCIATED FOOD DEALERS OF MICHIGAN
18470 West Ten Mile Road • Southfield, Michigan 48075
1-800-66-66-AFD
or (248) 557-9600
Make a big splash and win $10,000.00

INTRODUCING FAYGO'S NEWEST OHANA FLAVOR,

tropical mango tango

ALONG WITH OUR OTHER GREAT NON-CARBONATED FLAVORS, PUNCH, LEMONADE, KIWI-STRAWBERRY AND ICED TEA.

Ask your Faygo representative about:

FAYGO'S NEWEST CONSUMER 5,000,000 PLUS SUNDAY CIRCULATION FS PROMOTION CONTEST, INCLUDING AN EIGHT-DAY CRUISE TO HAWAII! GRAND PRIZE AND OTHER GREAT PRIZES.

Faygo's display contest:

GRAND PRIZE WINNER: $10,000.00 CASH!
FIRST PRIZE WINNER: $3,500.00 CASH!
THREE RUNNER-UP WINNERS: $2,500.00 CASH!
ALL QUALIFYING ENTRANTS WIN A STYLISH FAYGO GOLF SHIRT!

Mystery shopper in-store giveaways:

MYSTERY SHOPPERS WILL PAY UP TO $50.00 OFF YOUR CUSTOMER'S GROCERY BILLS IF THEY HAVE FAYGO IN THEIR BASKETS.

Faygo's summer-long media blitz:

FAYGO'S NEW OHANA MANGO TANGO RADIO CAMPAIGN WILL BE SUPPORTED BY RADIO IN LOCAL AND REGIONAL MARKETS.
OSHA and Ergonomics -
A Premature Policy Could Cripple American Businesses

One of the hottest topics in the nation's capital - now that the Monica Lewinsky scandal has been put to rest - is ergonomics. You're probably thinking "what the heck is ergonomics?" Derived from the Greek words "ergos" (work) and "nomos" (laws), it is the study of how laws of nature effect people and their work environment. In plain English, it's how the body interacts with workspace, assembly lines, machines, computers, tools and furniture. The big fuss is over a new ergonomics draft regulation released by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) that would require employers to take significant, and perhaps, unnecessary steps to deter workers from experiencing injuries to the back, neck, wrist and arms in the workplace. Such injuries are termed musculoskeletal disorders and carpal tunnel syndrome is an example of one such injury, though its causes are still not fully understood.

While the ergonomics issue has reached the height of controversy, it certainly isn't a new focus for OSHA, which has been trying to lock-in a final rule for years without success. Industry and members of Congress have continued to block OSHA's efforts due to insufficient scientific evidence regarding the relationship between work activities and the development of musculoskeletal disorders.

The newly proposed draft regulation applies to general industry, such as jobs on assembly lines and in baking, sewing, meatpacking and package handling. If implemented, the rulemaking would be one of the most burdensome regulations to ever hit American businesses, from both a financial and logistical standpoint, without any guarantee that the ergonomics problem will be solved. The impact on small business likely would be the most severe. The rule may be ready for public comment by the fall of 1999.

In the draft, a single work-related musculoskeletal disorder (WMSD) triggers the requirement to implement a program to control ergonomic hazards, and the program must continue until no WMSDs have been reported for three years.

Ale Lundeen of the National Coalition on Ergonomics told The Washington Post that OSHA "wants employers to solve something that the medical community says they need to know more about to simply understand. We just don't know enough to regulate at this point."

For example, it's not known for sure whether certain pains are caused by one's work environment or from any number of outside factors. Without more scientific research, these are the types of uncertainties that plague the ergonomics debate.

At a bare minimum, OSHA should wait until the National Academy of Sciences completes a study that was approved by the U.S. Congress last year as part of the FY '99 study on the science of ergonomics. The research will look into the causes of musculoskeletal disorders and the measures employers can take to prevent them.

See OSHA, page 24

ACOSTA-PMI
Celebrates June Dairy Month!

Providing the Brands and Service that Delivers Results in Your Dairy Case!

Grand Rapids Office
5519 Glenwood Hills Pkwy
Grand Rapids, MI 49512
TEL (616) 974-1688
FAX (616) 974-1698

Detroit Office
30381 Northwestern Hwy
Farmington Hills, MI 48334
TEL (248) 737-7100
FAX (248) 737-3307

Toledo Office
1104 North Reynolds Rd
Toledo, OH 43615
TEL (419) 531-1000
FAX (419) 531-1883
Choice hops?
7 kinds of barley?

HEY, MAYBE YOU COULD BE A VEGETARIAN AFTER ALL.

Mmmm. Hops and barley.
For beer drinkers, there's nothing quite like a generous serving of pilsner beer.

What's pilsner you ask? For our brewmaster, it's simple. It's a bright, golden beer crafted in the strict pilsner tradition. A beer that uses only fresh, choice hops from the Pacific Northwest, and seven kinds of barley for flavor. A beer that's filtered three times for smoothness. A beer you know as Miller Lite.

But enough talk. Who's ready for seconds?

THE GREAT TASTE OF A TRUE PILSNER BEER.
Introducing LightWise® from Detroit Edison

A professional lighting service for business customers

LightWise® is the lighting program from Detroit Edison that can save you up to 50 percent off your electric bill. If more than four years have passed since you reviewed your lighting systems, you could be missing a great opportunity to save money.

Although it may seem your lights are doing the best job for you because they come on when you flip the switch, that's not necessarily true. If your lights aren't operating at their peak efficiency, you are losing money with each monthly electric bill. The lighting experts at Detroit Edison's LightWise® program can help you save money and enhance your working and/or customers' shopping environment by designing, building, and maintaining a lighting system that accentuates your facility in the most cost efficient manner. We can save you time and money resulting from this process by working directly with you or your site management company if you desire.

With years of experience, we can determine the equipment style best suited for your needs, design the lighting layout to IES recommended standards, and construct the complete lighting system to NEC requirements. LightWise® is a full service turnkey operation.

Here's how it works:

Evaluation/Analysis

A professional lighting consultant will conduct a comprehensive analysis of your site needs or existing lighting system. You'll receive a written proposal detailing the recommended lighting system and estimated annual savings (if applicable).

Implementation

Upon receipt of the audit you will have all the information you need to make the right decision on installation of a new or modification to an existing lighting system. The Detroit Edison LightWise® consultant will help you determine the most cost effective and efficient lighting system.

Installation Service

Complete installation of the recommended lighting system is available upon your approval.

Maintenance

In addition to complete installation of the lighting system, LightWise® can establish a maintenance agreement to schedule periodic fixture and lamp cleaning. All fixtures will be relamped (based on the life expectancy of the lamp) or when necessary due to failure.

Financing

For qualified customers, LightWise® can arrange financing for any of these services. These services can be billed in installments with various payment terms.

As a special bonus, purchase a lighting audit by May 31, 1999 and receive a 10 percent discount off the price of the audit.

To find out more about how Detroit Edison's LightWise® can save you up to 50 percent of your electric bill, call us at 1-888-LIGHT-DTE (1-888-544-4838) or visit our web site at http://www.detroitedison.com
Hassle Free Cellular Service!

Mobile Net
NATIONWIDE
CELLULAR SERVICES

Phone in a Box

* Pre-Programmed
* Pre-Activated
* +20 Free Minutes!
* Ready to Sell!

NO MONTHLY BILLS!
NO CONTRACT!
NO CREDIT CHECK!
ABSOLUTELY NO HASSLE!

CALL NOW TO GET SET UP!
Ask for: David Najor  Jason Najor
Patrick Najor  Marvin Najor

PHONE (313) 341-0900

Agent Cost: 7.80
Minutes for Customer: 20
$10 CARD

Agent Cost: 20.00
Minutes for Customer: 55
includes 5 Free Min.
$25 CARD

Agent Cost: 42.00
Minutes for Customer: 115
includes 15 Free Min.
$50 CARD

Agent Cost: 84.00
Minutes for Customer: 240
includes 40 Free Min.
$100 CARD
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Fixin' a yummy snack?

For Your Good Health...

melody farms®

Fresh Dairy Products Since 1950

Melody-licious  Melody-lightful  Melody-lectable

1-800-686-6866 (option 2)
Internet commerce under scrutiny

Public and Congressional concern over age-restricted commerce and activities conducted on the Internet is growing, which is assisting the retail food and convenience store industry's efforts to address the tax-free mail order sales of cigarettes. Increasingly, minors have the access and ability to illegally purchase age-restricted products such as alcohol and tobacco via the Internet. Minors are also able to gamble on Internet gaming sites. Sen. Jon Kyl (R-AZ) has renewed his attack on Internet gaming, by vowing to reintroduce the "Internet Gambling Prohibition Act," which Congress failed to pass last year, which would ban all forms of sports betting and casino gambling on the Web.

Several states have introduced legislation to prohibit mail-order sales of alcohol, and the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee recently held a hearing on alcohol sales via the Internet. In fact, the anti-tobacco group Action of Smoking and Health (ASH) recently began to fight against tobacco sales via the Internet. Earlier this month, ASH stated that, "Thanks to the Internet, the sale of tax-free cigarettes from Indian reservations has become a booming business. But while most Web site order forms have a block for buyers to indicate they are over 18, no proof of age is required. Minors with credit card numbers can buy tobacco products with ease and have them shipped directly to their homes."

The National Association of Convenience Stores (NACS) is using this momentum to actively solicit Congressional opposition to the tax-free sale of tobacco over the Internet. NACS has been meeting with leadership from both parties to urge the introduction of either amendments or stand-alone bills. If you have any questions, call Marc Katz or Lyle Beckwith of NACS at (703) 684-3600.

The Associated Food Dealers of Michigan has solved the confusion about long distance rates.

Don't Get Trapped!!!

The Associated Food Dealers of Michigan has solved the confusion about long distance rates.

Good News for our Members! We have just negotiated new lower rates with our long distance provider, LD M I Telecommunications, the only long distance carrier endorsed by The Associated Food Dealers. LD M I's outstanding domestic and international rates are available to our members without a term contract or monthly fees.

LD M I guarantees your satisfaction with network quality, invoice accuracy, sales support, and customer service. In fact, they are so confident they can reduce your long distance expenses that they offer a Rate Comparison Promise. Arrange to send LD M I a copy of your current business long distance bill. They will compare their rates to your current provider... if their analysis shows that they cannot save you money, they will pay you $50!

Conversion is simple too! Just call LD M I at 800-825-4545 and ask for Joe Culp or Judy at the AFD office, 800-66-66-AFD.
Get into the Swing of Summer with Canadian MIST's Fizz Fun Promotion!

• Swing is King among Canadian MIST's target 25-34-year-old demographic. Hot swing music continues to climb the Billboard Music Charts, and affluent adults 24-44 are flocking to Swing Clubs and Dance Studios to learn the latest steps.

• The Big Band Sound with the snappy step is a current staple of groups appearing on Leno and Letterman.

• Now is the time to cash in with Canadian MIST and keep in step with profits that bubble over!

Available from:
GENERAL WINE and LIQUOR COMPANY
313-867-0521

Canadian MIST Imported Whisky, 40% alc. by volume. Imported and bottled by Brown-Forman Beverages Worldwide, Louisville, KY.
OSHA, continued from page 16

prevent these injuries.

Representative Roy Blunt (R-MO) recently introduced a bipartisan bill in the Congress to require OSHA to await the result of the study before promulgating such a rule.

While employers have concern for the health of their workers, they caution that additional regulation may unnecessarily harm their businesses. The food industry, for example, is one of the most overregulated industries in the country. More unfounded, burdensome regulation is a frightening prospect.

Another concern American businesses have with OSHA’s proposed ergonomics standards is the broad nature of the language. The regulation is so vague on crucial points that it amounts to little more than a blank check for OSHA inspectors. It would require all American businesses to become full-time experts in ergonomics, a field for which there is little, if any, credible evidence.

In addition to criticizing the proposed standards, Food Distributors International, a national trade association representing hundreds of companies – both large and small – also took offense with a comment by Assistant Secretary of Labor Charles Jeffress that he isn’t interested in hearing from trade associations on the ergonomics issue. Jeffress told The Washington Post, “Trade associations have never seen a regulation they like. I’m more interested in hearing from the companies.”

Perhaps Mr. Jeffress has a mistaken understanding about who pays trade association dues. Trade associations are created to represent the viewpoints of member companies. They cannot act without member company approval, and certainly no trade association would make major policy decisions that were contrary to its members’ wishes.

I would say OSHA has never seen a regulation it didn’t like. If it wasn’t for trade associations, I would shudder to think what would be shoved down the throats of those companies that Mr. Jeffress says are so interested in hearing from.

—John R. Block is a former U.S. Secretary of Agriculture and is currently president of Food Distributors International.
Two million,
four hundred thousand dollars
in commissions.

Talk about “good fortune.”

With a whopping 60¢ commission on every ticket you sell, Casino Fortune could be a “sure bet” for big profits!
The newest $10 instant game is an odd-on favorite to generate big sales. Players can win up to 16 times on every ticket, including the chance at a top prize of $1,000,000! In all, Casino Fortune is sure to live up to its name... for both you and your customers.

On sale now!
Senator Hatch holds direct alcohol shipment hearings

Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-UT), Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, held a hearing in March, concerning the growing business of interstate shipment of alcohol beverages. It’s Senator Hatch’s concern that the growing business of interstate shipment is not consistent with the laws. He believes that we need to fix the system, instead of breaking the laws.

In his statement the Senator said “All states, including the state of Utah, need to be sure that the liquor that is brought into their state is labeled properly and subject to certain quality control standards. States need to protect their citizens from consumer fraud and have a claim to the tax revenue generated by the sale of such goods. And of the utmost importance, states need to ensure that minors are not provided with unfettered access to alcohol.

Unfortunately, indiscriminate direct sales of alcohol have opened a sophisticated generation of minors to the perils of alcohol abuse.”

The day following the hearing, Senator Hatch introduced S. 577, the “Twenty-First Amendment Enforcement Act.” The bill would provide for injunctive relief in Federal district court to enforce state laws relating to the interstate transportation of intoxicating liquor.

According to the senator’s office, the bill “is balanced to ensure due process and fairness to both the state bringing the action and the company or individual alleged to have violated the state’s laws.”

Estate tax reform is supported

Members of the Family Business Estate Tax Coalition sent a letter to Rep. Nancy Johnson (R-CT) urging her to include reforming the estate tax in her targeted tax relief bill. The letter stressed that family-held businesses are penalized at death and forced to pay up to 55 percent of their value to the government.

The tax-writing committees are expected to draft a tax bill this fall if budget estimates confirm a future budget surplus.

A recent study by the Institute for Policy Innovation (IPI) indicates that perhaps no section of the tax code does as much societal damage while generating relatively little revenue as the estate tax.
CALLING ALL GOLFERS (AND HACKERS):

Swing into Summer and Get on the Right “Course” for Education at the

1999 AFD Scholarship Golf Outing!

Thursday, July 22, 1999
at Wolverine Golf Course
10 a.m. Shotgun Start

Any way you slice it, it’s time to plan for the future. Start now with an AFD Scholarship Golf Outing Sponsorship and help educate kids from YOUR Industry. This year, AFD plans to award 25 academic scholarships.

Complete Eagle, Birdie and Par Sponsorship Packages and General Foursome are now available.

Call Tom Amyot at (248) 557-9600 to reserve yours.

AFD
Associated Food Dealers of Michigan
Working Hard for our Members
Lottery Lowdown

Ticket sales boosted by history-making Big Game jackpot!

By Commissioner Don Gilmer

The weather wasn’t the only thing heating up during the month of April! April 6 marked the largest Big Game jackpot to date (and the second largest ever in the nation) — $197 million — and Michigan Lottery players lined up in droves for the chance to become an instant multi-millionaire.

The Big Game truly lived up to its name not only in the enormous jackpot amount, but in ticket sales as well. In the week leading up to the $197 million drawing, Michigan Lottery players wagered more than $23 million on Big Game tickets!

The enthusiasm over the growing jackpot shown by Michigan Lottery retailers, coupled with players’ excitement about the many ways to win with The Big Game, have made The Big Game a big hit here in Michigan. The Big Game has grown in popularity since its September 1996 introduction, and players are getting their money’s worth. In fiscal 1998, Michigan Lottery players collected more than $65 million in Big Game cash prizes, including jackpots of $17 million and $22 million!

The sole jackpot-winning ticket in the April 6 drawing was sold in Boston, Mass., but the Michigan Lottery had its share of happy Big Game winners as well.

Among the six Big Game states, there were 70 ticket-holders who matched the first five numbers drawn to win second-tier prizes of $150,000. Of those 70 winning tickets, 12 were sold by Michigan Lottery retailers.

Overall, Michigan Lottery players collected more than $3.5 million in cash prizes in the April 6 Big Game drawing!

The following Michigan Lottery retailers sold $150,000 winning tickets:

- 1-Stop Food Store #23 in Davison
- Groneks Party Store in Marysville
- Total Petroleum #4275 in Jackson
- D&D Town & Country Market in Southfield
- Cheker #7143 in Sturgis
- Wesco #26 in Muskegon
- Ryans Foods in Detroit
- Lakeport Market in Lakeport
- Rite Aid Discount Pharmacy #4135 in Trenton
- Dairy Mart #9977 in Temperance
- 7-Eleven #112A in Saginaw
- Vince’s Bakery & Party Store in Detroit

Congratulations to all of our retailers on increased Big Game ticket sales. Your patience and courtesy with customers is a big reason Lottery players keep coming back. Thank you for a job well done!

New Instants! In May there are four new games you will want to have available at your ticket counter. A new $1 game, “21,” goes on sale May 3, and offers prizes up to $2,100. The $2 “Money Maze,” available on May 10, takes players through a cash-filled maze in which they can win up to $35,000. The $1 “See You At The Bank,” which will keep players’ pockets full of dough with a $50,000 top prize, debuts on May 24, and offers a very attractive top prize of $500,000.

LET THE SALES FRENZY BEGIN!

PRESENTING

“M&M’S” Crispy Chocolate Candies — the newest variety of America’s Number One Candy Brand, and the biggest candy launch in history.

RIGHT PRODUCT, RIGHT TIME

The crispy/crunchy segment of the chocolate category has grown 23% over the past 2 years. With its perfect combination of chocolate and crunch, “M&M’S” Crispy Chocolate Candies can’t miss; 8 out of 10 consumers tested said they would definitely buy “M&M’S” Crispy.

INCREMENTAL SALES AND PROFITS

“M&M’S” Crispy will deliver incremental sales to the brand and the category. This means extra profit for you, with almost no drop in volume for other varieties.

BIGGEST LAUNCH PROGRAM EVER

We’re committed to an unprecedented advertising and promotion program, including free sample, free bag coupons, and more — all specifically designed to drive consumers into your retail store.

POWERFUL P-O-P

Once in your store, consumers will be drawn to a powerful presentation of eye-catching displays, plus high impact tray cards and shelf danglers, ready to drive impulse sales and retail profits.

A HISTORY OF SUCCESS

When “M&M’S” Brand introduces a new variety, big things happen. Contact your local M&M/MARS representative for details. Don’t wait — the countdown to the sales frenzy has begun.

DON’T MISS OUT ON THE BIGGEST CANDY LAUNCH IN HISTORY!
AFD welcomes new members

The Associated Food Dealers of Michigan welcomes these new retailers who have joined in January through March 1999:

- Foodland Inc.
- Al & Jerry's Market
- Cady's Superette
- Cloverleaf Market Inc.
- Country Farms
- Ferguson's Country Store
- Franks Liquor City
- Grand Food Center
- Happy Foods & Checks
- High Tydes Grocery & Deli
- Hillcrest Center Market
- Jam Party Store
- Kamils Mid-Eastern Foods, Inc.
- Kelleys Food Mart
- Lombardo's Fine Foods
- Long Lake & Dequindre Shell
- Marvin's Liquor Store
- Najar's Market
- North Bay Foods, Inc.
- Old Town Party Store
- Orchard-10 Market
- Pak Inc.
- Quik Pick Party Store
- Remington Food & Spirits
- Road Runner Express
- Welch Food Market
- Woody's Oasis
- Wright's Corner Store

New course teaches how to do business with the State

The Office of Purchasing, Michigan Department of Management and Budget, in partnership with the Michigan Economic Development Corporation (Michigan Jobs Commission), and the Michigan Department of Transportation again will be hosting a series of free “How To Do Business With The State of Michigan” seminars throughout the state.

The target groups for seminar attendance are minority, women, handicapped-owned and small businesses.

The purpose is to reach as many businesses as possible to provide information about the changes that have taken place involving State Purchasing.

The seminar locations and dates will be:
- St. Clair Inn, Tuesday, May 11; Grand Rapids Eberhard Center, June 10; Treetops Sylvan Resort, Gaylord, June 22; Cascades Manor House, Jackson, July 15; Holiday Inn Saginaw, July 27; Bay de Noc, Escanaba, August 12; Holiday Inn Airport, Kalamazoo, August 26; and Wayne County Community College, Detroit on Thursday, September 16.

For more information, call Darleen Mikulka at (517) 373-6834.

MDA thanks Anheuser-Busch distributors

Two metro-Detroit Anheuser-Busch distributors have been recognized by the Muscular Dystrophy Association as the best in the country for their support of the association’s programs. Central Distributors in Romulus and Peitpren, Inc. in Mt. Clemens were ranked in the top ten of Anheuser-Busch distributors nationwide for 1998. Other participants throughout the state include:

- Marchetti Distributing
- H. Cox & Son
- Ludington Beverage Company
- Mervene Beverage

Tyler Sales Co.
- West Side Beer Distributing
- Cope Distributing
- South End Beverage
- Bud Distributing
- Atlas Sales
- Kalamazoo Beer Distributors
- Main Beverage
- Daniel L. Jacobs
- M & M Distributors
- Tom Ryan Distributing Company
- Earl Smith Distributing Company
- Fabiano Brothers
- Griffin Beverage Co.
- Huron Distributors
- Great Lakes

Hubert
- Floral City

The Muscular Dystrophy Association is deeply appreciative of the support of all the Anheuser-Busch distributors in Michigan, as well as thousands of on-premise and off-premise accounts such as, Kroger Company, Total Petroleum, Carter's, Glen's Market, Nash-Finch, V.G.'s and Mr. B's Foodland.

Their efforts on the SHAMROCKS program raised the funds needed to support local patient care and research programs.

Superior Dairy

Superior Dairy Celebrates June Dairy Month with the Introduction of the "Rock'N Pour" Bottle

For more information call: 1-800-683-2479 EXT. 585

Check the Date!
Prominent Display of Freshness Date

Smooth Pouring
Front Mounted Spout

Comfortable Handling
Larger Handle, Lighter than Gallon

Light Safe
Light Stays Out, Nutrients Stay In!

"Rock'N Pour" Base
Pour Without Lifting the Bottle

Space Saver
Narrow Profile Saves Fridge Space

Reusable Bottle
Recyclable Plastic/Useful Design

IT'S 1999. TIME TO EVOLVE!
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Don’t Let Your Profits Walk Out the Door!

Man your troubled areas today!
Whatever your needs, there’s a mirror to provide safety and security for you and your facility.

Also available, custom plastics...
• Acrylic displays
• Sign holders
• Deli sneeze guards
• Cutting boards
• Mirrored acrylic sheets
• Counter top displays
• Food bins

Also available, custom plastics...
• Acrylic displays
• Sign holders
• Deli sneeze guards
• Cutting boards
• Mirrored acrylic sheets
• Counter top displays
• Food bins

For information call:
Cindy Jensen at 1-248-615-5863 or
George Caracostas at 1-248-473-2785

Michigan National

Our Retail Food and Beverage Industry Specialists will help you improve the way you do business.
Like Cindy Jensen and George Caracostas who each have more than 20 years experience helping businesses like yours get the job done. So whether it’s financing the purchase of a new store commercial real estate or equipment, making leasehold improvements or investing... we have your business solutions. After all, couldn’t your business use a little more business?

For information call:
Cindy Jensen at 1-248-615-5863 or
George Caracostas at 1-248-473-2785

Your troubled areas today!
Whatever your needs, there’s a mirror to provide safety and security for you and your facility.

Also available, custom plastics...
• Acrylic displays
• Sign holders
• Deli sneeze guards
• Cutting boards
• Mirrored acrylic sheets
• Counter top displays
• Food bins

For information call:
Cindy Jensen at 1-248-615-5863 or
George Caracostas at 1-248-473-2785

Electronics Design, Imaging & Printing
17630 East Ten Mile Road • Eastpointe, Michigan 48021
Phone (810) 777-6823 • Fax (810) 777-1434
Website: http://www.nuad.com • E-mail: help@nuad.com

A LITTLE COLOR GOES A LONG WAY!

• Full Service Printing
• Full Service Design Team
• Insert Advertising a Specialty
• State-of-the-Art Electronic System
• World-Class Printing at a Down-To-Earth Price!
Increase asparagus sales with this simple recipe

Michigan's asparagus crop is beginning to arrive in your stores. Asparagus has become a symbol of spring, its arrival as anticipated and heralded as the sunshine and warmth that comes with it.

One cup supplies an impressive amount of dietary fiber and more folic acid than three oranges, says the California Asparagus Commission. There's also a significant amount of vitamin C, thiamin, vitamin A and vitamin B6. With 3.3 grams of protein and 5.4 mg of carbohydrates, per cup, it's a good choice for dieters.

What's more, all of that nutrition is jammed into a fat-free, low-calorie and lovely-looking stalk at only 30 calories per one-cup serving.

We love asparagus when it is cooked simply and quickly. So will your customers. Post this recipe near your asparagus display and watch customers come back for more.

Roasted Asparagus Spears
Preheat oven to 400° and wash asparagus. Rub or brush olive oil to coat spears and sprinkle them with salt and pepper to taste. Roast on a baking sheet for nine minutes. Serve warm.

Sweet cherries promoted now

The Cherry Marketing Institute (CMI) is now promoting sweet cherries, primarily maraschino cherries, for the National Sweet Cherry Foundation. Maraschino cherries are the fun fruit. Their bright color adds marketability to many products.

Since 1989, CMI has been a national research and promotion organization for tart cherries. CMI provides promotion materials and other information to retailers, food manufacturers, restaurants, schools and the media. The CMI staff has in-depth expertise on cherries and can answer questions or direct inquiries to an appropriate source. For consumers, CMI offers recipe brochures and other usage ideas.

CMI maintains a web site at www.cherrymkt.org.

To obtain additional information or promotion materials, contact the Cherry Marketing Institute at PO Box 30285, Lansing, MI 48909-7785.
Governor invites employers to use Talent Bank

Dear AFD:

One of the biggest challenges facing many Michigan employers today is finding workers in the current tight labor market. Fortunately, help is available by utilizing Michigan's Talent Bank at www.michworks.org. The Talent Bank is the largest Internet-based public resume system in the nation. It's helping companies throughout Michigan fill job vacancies by bringing employers and job seekers together.

Employers can easily access the Talent Bank database to search for potential job candidates. The Talent Bank's pool of resumes includes a wide variety of occupations, skills, and educational backgrounds. Since its debut a year ago, more than 370,000 resumes have been entered into the Talent Bank. To date, employers have used the system to conduct more than 300,000 employee searches.

Among the Talent Bank resumes are those submitted by many U.S. veterans. There can be several benefits to employers who hire veterans. Veterans are disciplined workers and receive extensive training in task management and career skills. Many, for example, are well-trained in computers and other high-tech specialties. Additionally, there can be other benefits from hiring veterans. Employers who hire veterans who have received three continuous months of food stamps within the last 15 months may be eligible for a federal Work Opportunity Tax Credit (WOTC). Employers who hire veterans also may be eligible to receive 50 percent reimbursement of a veteran's wages for a specified time period if they qualify for federal On the Job Training (OJT) program funds. Clearly, when looking for good workers, it pays to consider our veterans.

Employers also can post job openings at the Talent Bank web site that in-state and out-of-state job seekers can view. There is no cost to either employers or job seekers who use the Talent Bank. Besides accessing the Talent Bank at its Internet site, you can call Michigan Works!, your one-stop employment service center, at 1-800-285-WORKS for more information or job-search assistance. We're eager to help you find the workers you need.

Sincerely,

John Engler, Governor

That's why there's TeleCheck®.

With 42% of your food sales paid for by check, it's easy to see why accepting bad checks, or having trouble collecting on the ones that are returned, can be bad for your business.

That's why TeleCheck, an industry leader for over 30 years, has designed a special check acceptance program for supermarkets. It provides check verification and recovery services so you can freely accept checks while retaining full control over the risk.

Predicated on TeleCheck's highly-accurate national positive and negative data bases, the verification service delivers high approval rates that can be customized to meet your specific check criteria. Plus, it can easily be integrated into your existing equipment to assure the fastest checkout possible.

To keep bad checks from spoiling your check business, call today at 1-800-444-3223.
Hip-hoppin’ and still rockin’ at 75—Stewarts Old-Fashioned Root Beer

Calvin Coolidge made the first residential address on the radio, stockingless women were allowed on the Atlantic City boardwalk for the first time, and in Mansfield, Ohio, a school-teacher named Frank Stewart developed a recipe for root beer and began selling it. Today, 75 years later, Cable Car Beverage Corporation, proud makers of Stewart’s, is celebrating this 75th anniversary with promotions as American as root beer—free trips to the World Series and All Star baseball teams, and events like ice cream floats for local charities.

Root beer is at least as old as America’s colonial days when it was often promoted as a cure-all for whatever ailed. Today, it is America’s great good times drink. Root beer gets its name from the flavor that comes mainly from roots (Stewart’s is made up of a secret blend of over 20 roots and herbs). Root beer makes up 3 to 5 percent of the soft drink market. A sip of it often evokes a flood of memories.

Stewart’s sodas are sold all across America and in the UK, Canada and Chile. According to Sam Simpson, president and CEO of Cable Car, “Over one hundred million servings of Stewart’s will be enjoyed this year, and you can still find the Stewart’s drive-ins and restaurants all along the east coast.” Stewart’s old-fashioned root beer is packaged in amber, glass bottles. For its 75th year, Stewart’s is packaged in a commemorative 75th anniversary bottle.

Pepsi One Challenge highlights baby promotion

Pepsi Cola rolled out its new product, Pepsi One, a one calorie, sugar-free cola last fall. Pepsi also launched a promotion in conjunction with the roll out. A unique “Baby One” promotion awarded 101 Pepsi Co. shares to the first baby born on the day of the roll out. Shares are to be used toward college.

Joseph Jr. Verneri, the son of Mary and Joseph Verneni, was the lucky winner.

Grandma Shearer’s introduces two new nacho products

Grandma Shearer’s Snacks has introduced two new nacho tortilla products: Cheezy Nacho! and Spicy Nacho! made of yellow corn in a triangular shape with custom blended seasonings to give each a distinct, robust flavor.

Cheezy Nacho! blends several cheese flavors for a nacho cheese taste, while the Spicy Nacho! is a combination of seasonings to create an intensely spicy taste. The eye-appealing graphics and bright colors on the bags draw consumer’s attention to these new Grandma Shearer’s nacho products.

For more information on Grandma Shearer’s products or services, contact the Customer Service Department at 1-888-GREAT-CHIPS (toll free), or contact Grandma on the website at http://shearers.com or e-mail at greatchips@aol.com.

Thanks for visiting us at the AFD TRADE SHOW!

Now it’s time for us to visit with you at your location to show you just how much profit you can make from a small space in your store-bar-gas station or bowling center!

ANTHONY’S PIZZA

Give us a call:

810-731-7541

- We guarantee you the Best Quality Products always!
- We guarantee you the Best Service always!
- We guarantee you the Lowest Price in the Industry always!

THANK YOU FOR MAKING US #1
Raymond Basham takes union spirit to Lansing

by Kathy Blake

Raymond E. Basham represents the 22nd district which includes the cities of Taylor and Romulus located in Wayne county. He spent numerous years serving union members at Ford Motor Company and believes that is what laid the groundwork for his involvement in government. "Being a state representative is sort of a continuation of what I did at Ford with the UAW," says Basham.

His state representative office is very active with constituency work: handling grievances, state issues and helping people who may have lost their retirement benefits because the company they worked for was sold. Although not a union crusader, Basham is quick to defend the usefulness of unions. Basham explains that one of the reasons the U.S. has three classes of people is due to unions. "Unlike countries which have only two classes—the very rich and the very poor, the U.S. has a large middle class," Basham says.

At Ford, Basham was appointed Employee Support Services Representative for the UAW Local 245, from 1985 to 1997. In this position, he worked with Ford employees on personal issues such as mental health, substance abuse, stress management and wellness.

Eight of those 12 1/2 years, he helped to run a fitness center for 5,000 Ford employees. He was elected as an Education Committee Person and / or Committee Person At-Large for his UAW chapter from 1976 to 1995. Basham took numerous humanities courses for behavioral sciences at local colleges until he decided he was going in a different direction, towards politics.

He took political leave from Ford upon winning his seat in Lansing. He replaced Greg Pitomak in a special election in June 1997 when Pitomak was appointed mayor of Taylor. Because Basham served more than half a term, it counts as one term in the latter half of his council stay. While he was a council member, the city built a nationally acknowledged golf hall and created a park.

The council enabled people to vote on subsidized housing in the southwest corner of the city; a half square mile section. "Some will be redone, some refurbished and some removed," says Basham.

Basham believes in government as much as he believes in unions. "You need to plug in: if it's not working for you, it's working against you." Each month he brings a student from each of the three high schools in his district to Lansing to spend the day, going to legislative session. "It lets them know that government is accessible. A lot of people feel disenfranchised. They believe all politicians are dishonest," says Basham. He hopes that his influence will show politics positively and prove that most politicians are truly concerned with the welfare of their constituents and district.

Basham was born in Roanoke, Virginia. He is married with two adult children. To reach the representative, call his Lansing office at (517) 373-0852, or write to State Representative Raymond Basham, State Capitol, PO Box 10014, Lansing, MI 48909-7514 or e-mail him at rbasham@house.state.mi.us.

Representative Basham has worked on numerous bills significant for seniors such as the Medicaid Waivers program which allows seniors to receive their Medicaid benefits at home, for home nurses and medical support. It was administrated by the Senior Alliance.

Basham joined the U.S. Air Force right out of high school. He was in the Strategic Air Command and worked on hydraulics for B-52s. In 1969, he took his hydraulics skills to the Ford Research and Engineering Center where he became involved with the UAW which led to his civic involvement.

He served as an auxiliary police officer from 1979 to 1984. He was a mayoral appointee to the water commission in Taylor. He was appointed constable in Taylor in 1987 and elected in 1987. Basham served on the Taylor City Council from 1985 to 1997 and was on the Taylor Planning Commission as well for the latter half of his council stay. While he was a council member, the city built a nationally acknowledged golf course, "Lakes of Taylor," designed by Arthur Hills. The council built an animal shelter, bought and rebuilt a void for the Downriver people in need.

Basham sponsored a gratuity bill last session that passed the House and then died in the Senate. He's reintroducing the bill which requires food service establishments to give notice of an automatic gratuity or service charge.

A food-related development in his district is the recent opening of a Gleaners food pantry in Taylor, filling a void for the Downriver people in need.

Basham sponsored a gratuity bill last session that passed the House and then died in the Senate. He's reintroducing the bill which requires food service establishments to give notice of an automatic gratuity or service charge. The notice is required to be printed on the customer's bill and must also either be posted in the food service establishment or printed on the menu. All of the money from the automatic gratuity must be distributed to the appropriate wait staff.

He's also on a nursing home task force and a task force for the Allen Park Veterans Hospital which closed. They are considering transforming the hospital to a smaller clinic.

Legislator Profile

Basham's gratuity bill would require food service establishments to give notice of automatic gratuity or service charge.

Detroit Metro was publicized as the worst airport, says Basham. The airport plans to expand from servicing 3 million people to up to 24 million people per year. He is studying ways to make it better as well as bigger.

A food-related development in his district is the recent opening of a Gleaners food pantry in Taylor, filling a void for the Downriver people in need.

Basham sponsored a gratuity bill last session that passed the House and then died in the Senate. He's reintroducing the bill which requires food service establishments to give notice of an automatic gratuity or service charge. The notice is required to be printed on the customer's bill and must also either be posted in the food service establishment or printed on the menu. All of the money from the automatic gratuity must be distributed to the appropriate wait staff.

He's also on a nursing home task force and a task force for the Allen Park Veterans Hospital which closed. They are considering transforming the hospital to a smaller clinic.

Basham's gratuity bill would require food service establishments to give notice of automatic gratuity or service charge.

Detroit Metro was publicized as the worst airport, says Basham. The airport plans to expand from servicing 3 million people to up to 24 million people per year. He is studying ways to make it better as well as bigger.

A food-related development in his district is the recent opening of a Gleaners food pantry in Taylor, filling a void for the Downriver people in need.

Basham sponsored a gratuity bill last session that passed the House and then died in the Senate. He's reintroducing the bill which requires food service establishments to give notice of an automatic gratuity or service charge. The notice is required to be printed on the customer's bill and must also either be posted in the food service establishment or printed on the menu. All of the money from the automatic gratuity must be distributed to the appropriate wait staff.

He's also on a nursing home task force and a task force for the Allen Park Veterans Hospital which closed. They are considering transforming the hospital to a smaller clinic.

Basham's gratuity bill would require food service establishments to give notice of automatic gratuity or service charge.
Spartan Stores, Inc.,
names two new regional vice presidents

Spartan Stores, Inc. has announced the appointment of two veteran grocery executives as regional vice presidents overseeing the operation of retail stores in the company’s ValuLand, Inc. subsidiary.

David Hogoboom had been senior director of operations for Family Fare markets. Glen B. Catt has been named vice president of operations for Northern Stores, the 13 west Michigan supermarkets that were formerly the Family Fare chain. Hogoboom had been senior director of operations for Family Fare markets.

Glen B. Catt has been named vice president of operations for Northern Stores, currently the eight stores in the Ashcraft’s Market chain in central Michigan and soon to include over 20 stores in the Glen’s chain. Catt had been president and Chief Operating Officer of the Glen’s Market chain. The corporate offices for ValuLand, Inc. will be established in what had been the Family Fare corporate office at 3030 Corporate Grove, Hudsonville. A small satellite office will be located in Gaylord.

Chuck Fosnaugh, Spartan vice president of development and acting president for ValuLand, Inc., indicated Spartan expects to name a president for ValuLand, Inc. in the near future. He said that over the next several months the ValuLand leadership team will review all retail operations and procedures, including the Family Fare policy of being closed on Sunday.

Fosnaugh noted that any decision to change store hours will be based on many factors, including the needs of all shoppers and store associates. He said a final decision may not be made until late this year.

**For so many reasons, choose**

Blue Cross Blue Shield
Blue Care Network of Michigan

For information about Blue Cross coverage available to AFD members, please call Judy Shaba at 1-800-66-66-AFD.

www.bcbsm.com

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan and Blue Care Network are independent licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association © 1999 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan
FIRST IN SERVICE

Proud New Members of AFD!

SPRING SPECIAL!
Mention this ad and get 15% OFF your first month of pest control.

- Family owned and operated since 1963.
- Weekly, Biweekly & Monthly plans to fit your needs.
- Commercial, Industrial and Residential
- Licensed by the State of Michigan

Call or Fax your request for a free quote.
810-296-7590 • Fax 810-296-2564

OJ Distributing INC.
26765 Fullerton Road • Redford, MI 48239
(313) 533-9991 • Fax (313) 533-9939

JONES SODA CO.
Natural Spring Water

O.J. Dist. offers Great Service and Great Price! Thanks for your support. —Mike and Al Bazzy

Welch’s

Great Lakes Great Wines

Select wines from Michigan’s growing list of commercial wineries. Over 120 labels available from area distributors or direct from the winery. Visit Michigan’s Wine Regions to sample the many award-winning wines.

Northwest Michigan
Bel Lago Winery
616-228-4000

Black Star Farms
616-271-4882

Bodek Vinedors
616-228-7272

Bowers Harbor Vineyards
616-223-7615

Chateau Chantal
616-223-4110

Chateau Grand Traverse
616-223-7355

Ciccone Vineyards
616-271-5551

Good Harbor Vineyards
616-226-7165

Northwest Michigan Viners

L. Mawby Vineyard
616-271-3522

Leelanau Wine Cellars
616-366-5201

Penninsula Cellars
616-933-9787

Shady Lane Cellars
616-947-8865

Willow Vineyards
616-271-4810

Southwest Michigan
Fenn Valley Vineyards
616-561-3322

Le Monteur Vineyards
616-744-1974

Leemon Creek Winery
616-471-1321

Peterson and Sons Winery
616-625-9755

St. Julian Wine Compamy
616-524-9441

Tabor Hill Winery
616-622-1181

Tallant Hill Winery
616-561-4657

Warner Vineyards
616-625-1185

For a free winery touring map with directions to 23 Michigan Wineries and 8 Winery Tasting Rooms, or point of sale materials to support Michigan wine sales, call the Michigan Grape and Wine Industry Council at 517-373-1104 or visit their web-site at www.michiganwines.com

AFD

Redeem your manufacturers’ coupons with us...

It's That Simple! You can count on us.

Over 250 AFD grocers use our coupon redemption service... this is proof we do it the way grocers like it.

1. Put your coupons in a box or strong envelope. (No need to count or sort)
2. Bring your coupons to AFD.
3. Cash your check.

THAT'S IT!... THE REST IS OUR JOB!

- Quick, efficient and accurate processing of your coupons is started immediately.
- We will send you a check for full face value of all acceptable coupons.

YOU CAN COUNT ON US—WE'RE AFD

O.J. Dist. offers Great Service and Great Price! Thanks for your support. —Mike and Al Bazzy

Welch’s

Great Lakes Great Wines

Select wines from Michigan’s growing list of commercial wineries. Over 120 labels available from area distributors or direct from the winery. Visit Michigan’s Wine Regions to sample the many award-winning wines.
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State of Michigan's Largest Distributor of:

- A. Hardy USA
- Allied Domecq
- Austin Nichols Wine
- Brown Forman
- Canadiagawa Wine
- Cannon Wine
- Charles Jacquin
- CK Mondavi
- David Sherman Corp.
- Distillerie Stock
- Domecq Imports
- Gaetano Specialty
- Geyser
- Heaven Hill Dist.
- UDV Low Proof

Wines
Spirits
Beers
Non-Alcoholic Beverages
& Cigars

GENERAL WINE & LIQUOR COMPANY
IS PROUD TO PRESENT THE FOLLOWING FINE CIGARS:

- DON TOMAS
- MACANUDO
- ASTRAL GRAND RESERVE
- PARTAGAS
- LEON JIMENEZ

- ASTRAL
- TE-AMO
- MAKERS MARK
- ASHTON
- EL SUBLIMADO

- MONTECRISTO
- HAMILTON
- LAS CABRILLAS
- BRIGADE
- INCOMPARABLE

- H. UPMANN
- H. UPMANN
- CHAIRMAN'S RESERVE
- ONYX
- DON LIMO

- ASTRAL GRAND RESERVE
- HAMILTON
- LAS CABRILLAS
- BRIGADE
- INCOMPARABLE

- ASTRAL
- HAMILTON
- LAS CABRILLAS
- BRIGADE
- INCOMPARABLE

- DON DIEGO
- HAMILTON
- LA DIVA
- ASHTON

- H. UPMANN
- H. UPMANN
- CHAIRMAN'S RESERVE
- ONYX
- DON LIMO

- HAMILTON
- HAMILTON
- CHAIRMAN'S RESERVE
- DON LIMO

- DAVIDOFF
- DAVIDOFF
- DAVIDOFF
- DON LIMO

- LA GLORIA CUBANA
- ROYAL JAMAICA
- GOURMET DESSERT

DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE WET GOODS

For more information please contact your sales representative or call (313) 852-3946
### AUTHORIZED LIQUOR LIQUORS:
- General Wine & Liquor: (248) 852-3918
- National Wine & Spirits: (888) 697-6424

### BAKERIES:
- Archway Cookies: (616) 962-6205

### BANKS:
- Absopure Water Co: 1-800-334-1064
- North American Interstate: (248) 543-1666

### BEVERAGES:
- Absorbeau Water Co: 1-800-334-1064

### BROTHERS/REPRESENTATIVES:
- Bob Arnold & Associates
- The Greensleeves
- Hanson & Associates
- J.H. Newell & Associates
- James K. Tamanian Associates
- Paul Immun Associates
- PMA-Euhenlacht
- Sam's Market
- Tropico

### BUDGET/SUPPLIES MEMBERS:
- "The Sell Group": (810) 574-1100

### CANDY & TOBACCO:
- A.C. Courville Inc: (248) 863-3138
- Four Seasons Candy Wholesalers
- Brown & Williamson Tobacco: (248) 350-3391

### CASHIERING/HALLS:
- Emerald Food Service: (248) 546-7200

### DAIRY FOODS:
- Dairy Fresh Foods: (313) 868-5511

### EGGS & POULTRY:
- Midwest Egg Company: (248) 524-9550

### FRESH PRODUCE:
- Red Pelican Food Products: (313) 921-2500

### MANUFACTURERS:
- Anthony's Pizza: (313) 731-7541
- Ecco D'Sito Food Corp: (248) 772-0900
- Eden Foods: (313) 565-7424
- First Choice Manufacturing: (248) 163-3351
- Mutual Produce Co: (248) 143-4890
- Stover Produce: (810) 765-7800
- Yellow Cab: (313) 260-6545

### MEAT PRODUCERS/PACKERS:
- Alexander & Hoving:
- Badger & Sons: (248) 465-2480

### MEDIA:
- The Beverage Journal: 1-800-292-2896

### NON-FOOD DISTRIBUTORS:
- Advantage Pro Fruits & Vegetables: (313) 522-4480

### POTATO CHIPS/NUTS/SNACKS:
- Better Made Potato Chips: (313) 925-4774

### PRODUCE:
- Commonhouse Bros: (313) 635-9006

### SERVICES:
- AAA Michigan: (313) 570-6536
- AirPlus Print & Talk Cellular: (248) 547-7777
- AudtUn CCellular: (313) 590-1200
- American Movers: (313) 842-4000
- Ampex Video Services: (313) 590-1200
- AMX Long Distance Service: (248) 599-0445
- AMC Telecom Group: (248) 862-2000
- Automated Collection Systems: (313) 592-0101
- Cellular One: (313) 694-4200
- Cellular One: (313) 910-2400
- Central Alarm System: (313) 976-9400
- Check At Home: (313) 251-3536
- Clean Products: (313) 827-4440
- CIGNA Financial Advisors: (313) 131-2490
- Commerssional Commercial: (313) 971-7560
- Dean Witter Reynolds Inc: (248) 254-1750
- Deer Field Foods Corp: (248) 237-9225
- Holme's Hardware Co: (313) 155-1000
- Portland Cereal Co: (313) 503-5033
Hit a Home Run!
with North American Interstate

- Attract New Customers
- Keep Current Customers
- Increase Floor Traffic
- Increase One-Stop Shopping
- Eliminate Bad Check Loss
- Reduce Bank Card Charges
- Add Extra Revenue
- 24 Hour, 7-Days-A-Week Service

WILL YOU BE THE FIRST TO BAT OR ARE YOU STILL ON THE BENCH?
IT’S TIME TO BE FIRST!

ARE YOU READY FOR ELECTRONIC TRANSFERS THROUGH YOUR ATM?
CAN YOU SELL MONEY ORDERS, THEATRE TICKETS, PHONE CARDS
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE THROUGH YOUR ATM?

CALL TODAY!
(800) 333-8645

The North American Group
SALES – SERVICE – LEASING
AMUSEMENTS – ATM’s – PAYPHONES – VENDING
"New" products help your family enjoy backyard barbecues & picnics ....

Feature & display these fine products from B & G Foods, Inc. for your customers enjoyment this Summer!!

| * B & M Baked Beans | * B & G Pickles |
| * Underwood Sandwich Meats | * Ac'cent |
| * Ac'cent on Dole Fresh Salads |

Additional CROSSMARK Summertime favorites ...

| * Bush’s Baked Beans | * Great Lakes Charcoal |
| * Green Giant Corn On The Cob | * Veryfine Juices |
| * Wet Ones Moist Towelettes | * Hefty Plates |

CROSSMARK: Your Full Service Broker

East Central Region
DETOIT
SAGINAW
GRAND RAPIDS
TOLEDO
CINCINNATI
COLUMBUS
FT. WAYNE
INDIANAPOLIS
LOUISVILLE